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A building’s ability in creating thermal convenience will produce energy saving. Such an ability of a building is known 
as building thermal performance. Building thermal performance is highly infl uenced by the building envelop and 
environment temperature. This research aims at analyzing the thermal performance of two wood- and exposed 
stone-walled buildings in mountainous areas. The measurement uses a scaled prototype of 0.60 m x 0.60 m x 0.60 
meter size. Determination of building materials in accordance with local material conditions results from previous 
studies. The roof uses four material variations, namely roof tiles, zinc, asbestos and thatch. The fl oor uses three 
material variations, namely earth, concrete rebate and ceramic. There are a total of 32 building envelope variations. 
The measurement is performed for 24 hours for each variation model. The analysis uses a graphic and it will shows 
the difference between wood- and exposed stone-walled buildings. The research results generally show that air tem-
perature inside wood building is higher than in exposed stone building. The highest indoor air temperature difference 
between the wood building and the exposed stone building is 0.37oC. Finally, the building variation with the highest 
thermal performance is the one with zinc roof and earth fl oor.
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INTRODUCTION
Energy and thermal are two inseparable elements in 
building aspects. Thermal will cause the building to adapt. 
During dry season, buildings will try to make its indoor air 
temperature cooler. In a cold climate area, buildings will 
try to create a warmer indoor air temperature. This effort 
by a building in reducing or increasing air temperature 
aims at making its inhabitants comfortable. When these 
inhabitants feel uncomfortable, they will add more tools 
which can make them comfortable. The thermal comfort 
tools can be in the form of both cooling and heating de-
vices. These two tools require fairly great amount of en-
ergy. Thermal comfort is needed to prevent the building 
from wasting energy. A building’s ability in anticipating 
the environmental thermal condition is known as building 
thermal performance. 
Building thermal performance is signifi cantly infl uenced 
by building envelope be it in terms of its shape, materi-
als, ornament or color [1-3]. Many studies on building en-
velope have been conducted and they have also found 
the building envelope design variations they believe 
capable of creating thermal comfort and energy saving 
[4,5]. Building envelope is a building’s element in direct 
contact with the outer environment. This building enve-
lope includes the building’s roof, wall and fl oor. The roles 
played by this building envelope in creating thermal are 
varied, based on the forms and functions of building. A 
high or multi-story building will create wide a wall, and a 
low or one-story building will create a wider roof than its wall. 
Research on building envelope can be classifi ed into 
several methods, namely fi eld research, experimental 

research with building models and simulation research 
[6-8]. Each of these methods have their own strengths 
and weaknesses. The three methods of research on 
building envelope mostly use temperature variable for its 
measurement. This is because it is believed that tem-
perature is the variable with greatest infl uence in the 
analysis of thermal comfort [9-10]. Temperature can be 
distinguished by its location, namely outdoor and indoor 
temperatures. Indoor temperature is infl uenced by the 
outdoor temperature and building envelope. The phase 
of change from outdoor to indoor temperatures consti-
tutes a phase of creation of thermal comfort for the build-
ing’s inhabitants. This phase of temperature change can 
be called as either heating or cooling [11]. The heating 
phase occurs when the building indoor temperature is 
higher than the building outdoor temperature. The cool-
ing phase occurs when the building indoor temperature 
is lower than the building outdoor temperature.
In hot climate areas, the cooling phase is needed to al-
low the building's inhabitants to feel comfortable. When 
this is achieved, then the building successfully creates 
thermal comfort and the building performance is deemed 
good. In cold climate areas, the heating phase is needed 
to prevent the inhabitants from freezing and from need-
ing heating/warming tools. The building designs in these 
two locations require different treatments, including the 
treatment in determining the good building envelope both 
in terms of its forms and materials. In high fl oor build-
ings, envelope forms should be carefully considered, yet 
in low buildings these envelope forms do not have too 
many variations. However, in low buildings, the materials 
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become the main consideration when determining the 
building envelope. 
Determining the materials in construction depends on 
the building owner’s ability. It is quite often that the build-
ing owner pay little attention to this thermal comfort as-
pect in determining their building materials. They deter-
mine these materials, for example, merely for esthetic 
reasons. This is often the case with modern buildings. 
This is different from vernacular buildings which are cre-
ated due to the continuous process of adaptation to the 
environment. Vernacular buildings always use local ma-
terials in their construction. Some studies suggest that 
vernacular buildings can deal with microclimate and can 
create thermal comfort for its inhabitants [12,13]. Cur-
rently, the tendency to use local materials is increasing 
for they enable the achievement of energy saving. En-
ergy saving can be valued by the economic value of the 
materials used. 
Many studies on thermal comfort in hot climate areas 
have been conducted. On the contrary, only a few stud-
ies have been conducted on envelope in buildings in cold 
climate areas. In tropical areas with its warm and humid 
tendency, some parts of them have low air temperature 
(cold). Such parts are located in mountainous areas. One 
of the areas in Indonesia surrounded by mountains is 
Wonosobo Regency, Central Java. It is in this Wonosobo 

Regency that a highly historical tourism spot is located, 
i.e. Dieng Plateau. In this Dieng Plateau location, people 
still use furnace to warm their buildings. This shows that 
the performance of residences in Dieng Plateau is less 
successful that they need heating tools. 
Seeing this phenomenon, it is necessary to conduct re-
search to investigate the building envelope capable of 
making inhabitants of mountain slope comfortable from 
the perspective of its local material use. The objective 
of the study was to analyze the building envelope that is 
convenient for mountainous areas. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research conducted in dry season, from May 21 to 
June 5, 2018. The research used building prototypes of 
0.60 x 0.60 x 0.60 meter sizes. These building proto-
types put in a mountain slope area. Two materials were 
chosen as the building wall, namely wood and exposed 
stone walls. They were chosen based on the local mate-
rials most mountainous people use [14]. Meanwhile, the 
building envelope variations distinguished in terms of the 
type of roof and fl oor materials. The roof materials in-
cluded roof tile, zinc, asbestos and thatch. The fl oor ma-
terials included earth, wood, concrete rebate and ceram-
ic. In total, there were 32 building envelope variations.

Figure 1: Research location, (a) Indonesia; (b) Central Java; (c) Wonosobo (Source : Google Map)
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The measurement was made by putting the tools in the 
middle of the building to obtain data on indoor tempera-
ture. This measurement used two thermal data logger 
tools set at each minute. The measurement was done 
for 1 one full day (24 hours). 1382 data of each building 
variation was obtained since some of the time is used to 
store the data. In total, the data on all building variations 
were 44224. The measurement of two building proto-
types with the same roof and fl oor are done at one time. 
For example, on the fi rst day the building prototypes 
measured were the one with wood wall, roof tile, earth 
fl oor together with the one with exposed stone wall, roof 
tile, and earth fl oor. A total of 16 days (384 hours) was 
needed to measure the 32 building prototype variations.
The data were analyzed using graphics by observing 
the comparison of two building variations with the same 
roof and fl oor. From the comparison results, it can be 

Table 1: Building model variation

Figure 2: Roof variation of the building models, (a) Building with exposed stone wall and zinc roof; (b) Building 
with exposed stone wall and asbestos roof; (c) Building with exposed stone wall and thatch roof, (d) Building with 

exposed stone wall and roof tile; (e) Building with wood wall and zinc roof; (f) Building with wood wall and asbestos 
roof; (g) Building with wood wall and thatch roof; (h) Building with wood wall and roof tile.

seen the building with higher or lower temperature. Ad-
ditionally, the difference between the two variations with 
the same roof and fl oor is calculated. The result can be 
deemed as the thermal performance difference between 
wood- and exposed stone-walled buildings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Indoor Temperature
The use of temperature as the core variable of research 
is consistent with another study which fi nds that tem-
perature is the variable with most signifi cant infl uence in 
analyzing thermal comfort. The temperature is measured 
both indoor and outdoor. The outdoor temperature is 
measured in two different places, namely the terrace and 
yard. The obtained outdoor temperature measurement 
shows irregularity. The highest outdoor temperature is 
from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm, due to the sunlight during the 

Variation Wall Roof Floor Variation Wall Roof Floor
1 Wood Roof tile Earth 17 Exposed stone Roof tile Earth
2 Wood Roof tile Wood 18 Exposed stone Roof tile Wood
3 Wood Roof tile Concrete rebate 19 Exposed stone Roof tile Concrete rebate
4 Wood Roof tile Ceramic 20 Exposed stone Roof tile Ceramic
5 Wood Zinc Earth 21 Exposed stone Zinc Earth
6 Wood Zinc Wood 22 Exposed stone Zinc Wood
7 Wood Zinc Concrete rebate 23 Exposed stone Zinc Concrete rebate
8 Wood Zinc Ceramic 24 Exposed stone Zinc Ceramic
9 Wood Asbestos Earth 25 Exposed stone Asbestos Earth

10 Wood Asbestos Wood 26 Exposed stone Asbestos Wood
11 Wood Asbestos Concrete rebate 27 Exposed stone Asbestos Concrete rebate
12 Wood Asbestos Ceramic 28 Exposed stone Asbestos Ceramic
13 Wood Thatch Earth 29 Exposed stone Thatch Earth
14 Wood Thatch Wood 30 Exposed stone Thatch Wood
15 Wood Thatch Concrete rebate 31 Exposed stone Thatch Concrete rebate
16 Wood Thatch Ceramic 32 Exposed stone Thatch Ceramic
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Figure 3: Indoor temperature (stone wall and wood wall models)
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Figure 4: Indoor and outdoor temperature (stone wall models)
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Figure 5: Indoor and outdoor temperature (wood wall models)

research. Beyond these hours, the outdoor temperature 
seems lower despite its insignifi cant difference from the 
indoor. 

Comparison of indoor temperatures

The main buildings are distinguished from their walls, i.e. 
wood and exposed stone walls. The measurement has 
been made in the two main buildings with modifi ed roofs 
and fl oors. There are a total of 32 building model varia-
tions. The measurement results of the two main build-
ings (wood- and exposed stone-walled) are combined 
into one graphic, thus 16 graphics are obtained and they 
show the comparison of indoor temperature of the wood- 
and exposed stone-walled buildings with roof and fl oor 
variations.
The wood-walled building, with wood fl oor and zinc roof 

seems to have higher temperature than the exposed 
stone-walled buildings, with wood fl oor and zinc roof. 
From 11:00 am to 1:00 pm, the two buildings’ tempera-
tures seem almost identical. At 2:00 pm, the wood-walled 
building’s temperature is lower than that of the exposed 
stone-walled building. From this measurement result, 
it can be concluded that generally speaking the wood-
walled building has higher or warmer temperature than 
that of the stone-walled building. The measurement in 
the buildings with wood fl oor and asbestos roof indicates 
wider difference in indoor temperature than the mea-
surement result in those building with wood fl oor and 
zinc roof. The wood-walled building seems to have lower 
temperature than the exposed stone-walled buildings for 
5 hours, i.e. from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. The opposite oc-
curs for 19 hours, i.e. the wood-walled building is warmer 
than the exposed stone-walled building.
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Figure 6: Comparison of indoor temperatures in exposed stone- and wood-walled buildings; (a) Wood Floor and 
Zinc Roof; (b) Wood Floor and Asbestos Roof; (c) Wood Floor and Thatch Roof; (d) Wood Floor and Tile Roof

The measurement result in buildings with wood fl oor and 
thatch roof shows that the wood-walled building is warm-
er almost at all time than the exposed stone-walled build-
ing. For only one hour the wood-walled building looks 
colder than the exposed stone-walled building, i.e. at 
4:00 pm.The measurement in buildings with wood fl oor 
and roof tile shows signifi cant difference between the 
wood and exposed stone-walled buildings. For 4 hours 
the temperature of wood-wall building seems lower than 
the exposed stone-walled building. However, the overall 
result indicates that the wood-walled building has high-
er temperature than the exposed stone-walled building 
even if it is insignifi cant.
Concrete fl oor and zinc roof become the basis for the 
next measurement. The two different walled buildings are 
combined with concrete fl oor and zinc roof and they pro-
duce similar temperatures as the previous measurement 
results. The wood wall seems to produce warmer tem-
perature than the exposed stone-walled building. During 
this measurement, the temperature shows no differenc-
es from 11:00 to 5:00 pm. Thus, for 19 hours the wood 
wall’s temperature seems warmer.  At 1:00 pm, the wood 
wall’s temperature seems the same as that of the ex-
posed stone-walled building. The buildings subjected to 
measurement are those with concrete fl oor and asbestos 
roof. Thus, the wood wall’s temperature is warmer than 
that of the exposed stone wall for 23 hours. The fairly 
wide difference occurs for 1 hour, i.e. at 07:00-08:00 am.

For 6 hours, the wood wall’s temperature is lower than 
the exposed stone wall. Such phenomenon also occurs 
at 11:00 m-5:00 pm. Beyond those hours, the wood wall 
is still warmer than the exposed stone-walled building, 
i.e. for 18 hours. The wood wall seems to have lower 
temperature than the exposed stone-walled building at 
10:00 am-7:00 pm. This is unlike the measurements of 
other model variations, yet the wood wall still has warmer 
temperature than the exposed stone-walled building. For 
15 hours the wood wall is still warmer than the exposed 
stone-walled building.
The temperature variations are seen in the measurement 
in the buildings with ceramic fl oor and zinc roof. At 10:00 
am-1:00 pm the wood wall’s temperature seems higher 
than the exposed stone-walled building’s. At 12:00 am-
4:00 pm the wood wall has lower temperature than the 
exposed stone-walled building at a slight difference. At 
4:00 pm-12:00 am, the wood wall and exposed stone’s 
temperatures show no differences. At 07:00-08:00 am, 
a fairly signifi cant temperature difference between the 
wood wall and exposed stone is seen. The wood wall’s 
temperature is still higher than the exposed stone-walled 
building’s for those with ceramic fl oor and asbestos roof. 
Even if at 12:00-2:00 pm the wood wall’s temperature 
is lower than the exposed stone-walled building’s, it is 
still higher at 03:00-08:00 am. As for other times, for 17 
hours the wood wall and exposed stone has the same 
temperature. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of indoor temperatures in the exposed stone- and wood-walled buildings; 
(a) Concrete Floor and Zinc Roof; (b) Concrete Floor and Asbestos Roof; 

(c) Concrete Floor and Thatch Roof; (d) Concrete Floor and Tile Roof

Figure 8: Comparison of indoor temperatures in exposed stone and wood-walled buildings; 
(a) Ceramic Floor and Zinc Roof; (b) Ceramic Floor and Asbestos Roof; 

(c) Ceramic Floor and Thatch Roof; (d) Ceramic Floor and Tile Roof
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Insignifi cant difference in temperature is found in the 
buildings with ceramic fl oor and thatch roof. At 2:00 pm-
05:00 am the wood wall has higher temperature than the 
exposed stone-walled building. For 15 hours, the wood 
wall is warmer than the exposed stone-walled building. 
In the buildings with ceramic fl oor and roof tile, the wood 
wall’s temperature is lower than that of the exposed 
stone-walled building for 3 hours. Beyond that, the wood 
wall’s temperature is warmer than the exposed stone.
A fairly signifi cant difference is seen at 11:00 am-7:00 pm 
in those building with earth fl oor and zinc roof. For these 
8 hours, the wood wall has higher temperature than the 
exposed stone-walled building. At 07:00-08:00 am the 
wood wall’s temperature seems lower than the exposed 
stone-walled building’s.Those buildings with earth fl oor 
and asbestos roof have similar temperature as the other 
building types. For 8 hours, the wood wall’s temperature 
is higher than that of the exposed stone-walled building. 
For 3 hours, the wood wall’s temperature is lower than 
that of the exposed stone-walled building. The remainder 
shows no difference in the wood and exposed stone wall 
temperatures.
Similar temperature values occur between the wood- and 
the exposed stone-walled buildings with earth fl oor and 
thatch roof. A subtle difference is seen at 11:00-04:00 am 
with the wood wall’s temperature value being higher than 
that of the exposed stone-walled building.The buildings 
with earth fl oor and roof tile also shows no signifi cant 
difference between the wood- and the exposed stone-
walled ones. Overall, it is still seen that the wood-walled 

Figure 9: Comparison of indoor temperatures in exposed stone- and wood-walled buildings; 
(a) Earth Floor and Zinc Roof; (b) Earth Floor and Asbestos Roof; 

(c) Earth Floor and Thatch Roof; (d) Earth Floor and Tile Roof

building has higher temperature than the exposed stone-
walled building. 
Both the wood- and stone-walled buildings have 
not-so-different temperatures. A different temperature 
movement behavior is seen varied in the set fl oor and 
roof. The temperature movement behavior is different 
at 10:00 am-3:00 pm, thus the analysis of temperature 
movement is focused during these hours. The buildings 
with wood fl oor and zinc roof has temperature not higher 
than 28oC. The temperature movement at 10:00 am-3:00 
pm seems sloping at around 27oC. The buildings with 
fl oor wood and asbestos roof have the highest tempera-
ture at 30oC. Their temperature movement at 10:00 am-
3:00 pm seems increasing fairly sharply. The buildings 
with wood fl oor and roof thatch have the highest tem-
perature at 27oC. Their temperature movement at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm seems sloping at around 26oC. The build-
ings with wood fl oor and roof tile have the highest tem-
perature at 26oC. Their temperature movement at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm seems fl uctuating at 25oC. 
In the buildings with concrete rebate fl oor and zinc roof, 
at 10:00 am-3:00 pm they seem to have a fairly sloping 
temperature movement at around 27oC. The buildings 
with concrete rebate fl oor and asbestos roof at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm seem to have a sloping temperature move-
ment at around 25oC. The buildings with concrete rebate 
fl oor and thatch roof at 10:00 am-3:00 pm seem to have 
declining temperature movement from 29oC to 26oC. The 
buildings with concrete rebate fl oor and roof tile at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm seem to have a sloping temperature move
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ment at 26oC. 
In the buildings with ceramic fl oor and zinc roof at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm, they seem to have sharply increasing tem-
perature movement from 23oC to 27oC. The buildings 
with ceramic fl oor and asbestos roof at 10:00 am-3:00 
pm seem to have fl uctuating temperature movement at 
around 25oC. The buildings with ceramic fl oor and thatch 
roof at 10:00 am-3:00 pm seem to have slightly increas-
ing temperature movement from 24oC to 26oC. The build-
ings with ceramic fl oor and thatch roof seem to have in-
creasing temperature movement from 26oC to 31oC. In 
the buildings with earth fl oor and zinc roof as well as as-
bestos roof, it is not too different. Both buildings at 10:00 
am-3:00 pm seem to have a fl uctuating temperature 
movement at around 29oC. The building with earth fl oor 
and thatch roof at 10:00 am-3:00 pm seem to have an in-
creasing temperature movement from 25oC to 28oC. The 
buildings with earth fl oor and roof tile at 10:00 am-3:00 
pm seem to have a fl uctuating temperature movement 
at 25oC. 
These temperature movements will infl uence the build-
ing inhabitants’ thermal comfort. The comfortable tem-
perature standard in humans varied, depending on the 
microclimate in their own environment. The comfortable 
temperature in research on residence in Cuenca, Equa-
dor is 20.12oC. The comfortable temperature for Church 
users in Jakarta, Indonesia is 27.7oC, in museums in Ja-
karta is 27.7oC and in market buildings is 27.3oC. The 
comfortable temperature in residences in Yogyakar-
ta is 29.1°C. The comfortable temperature in Jakarta 
is 26.4°C, Bandung 24.7°C, Makassar 27.7°C, Medan 

Figure 10: Temperature difference between wood- and exposed stone-walled buildingsf

27.9°C, and Surabaya 28.9°C. Residences in Japan has 
a comfortable temperature at 27.6°C [15-21]. 
Judging from the building inhabitants’ comfortable tem-
peratures in several different cities, it is important to see 
the climate similarity in the research site. Wonosobo 
Regency tends to be cold, just like Bandung Munici-
pality, thus the comfortable temperature to be used is 
24.7oC. The indoor temperature values of this research 
which is close to this comfortable temperature are found 
in several types of house. These include the wood fl oor 
and roof tile, the concrete rebate fl oor and asbestos roof 
and ceramic fl oor, the asbestos roof and earth fl oor and 
roof tile. The trend of these four types of house during 
daytime is that they can create the thermal comfort for 
their inhabitants from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. However, in 
the morning and evening it can be seen that a specifi c 
type of house can provide thermal comfort, namely the 
zinc roof house. The warmest house is the wood-walled 
building, with earth fl oor and zinc roof. This is as found in 
the previously conducted fi eld research [22].

Difference of indoor temperatures

The temperature difference is calculated per data. The 
total difference obtained is counted for its average and 
thus the difference average result between the two types 
of building is obtained. The temperature difference be-
tween wood- and exposed stone-walled buildings shows 
that most wood buildings have higher emperature than 
the exposed stone-walled ones. From some of the same 
roof and fl oor types, it is found that the roof and fl oor type 
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Table 2: Rank of temperature differences of wood- and 
exposed stone-walled buildings

with the highest difference is zinc roof and earth fl oor. 
The highest difference produced is 0.37oC, and the low-
est difference is found at 0.07oC. The zinc roof and earth 
fl oor combination has been one of the residence types 
in rural areas. Residences in rural areas in mountain 
slopes are owned by the underprivileged. Most under-
privileged people residing in inland in mountain slopes 
uses the residence type with zinc roof and earth fl oor. 
This matches the fi nding which shows that rural resi-
dences can create thermal comfort [23].
Zinc roof is deemed capable of conducting high heat 
since it is also a conductor metal. Earth fl oor contains the 
elements which can also maintain the heat. A building 
with either wood or exposed stone walls, when combined 
with several zinc roof-earth fl oor variations will provide 
thermal comfort to the inhabitants of buildings a moun-
tain slope. The temperature difference between outdoor 
and indoor temperature becomes a reference for deter-
mines the thermal performance of the building [24].

CONCLUSION

Materials become an important element in determining 
the building thermal performance. Materials can be ap-
plied in building envelope which is deemed as a bridge 
between the external and internal environments of the 
building. Building envelope modifi cation is highly needed 
to obtain a building design capable of creating thermal 
comfort. The research results indicate that the most ap-
propriate alternative building envelope design for moun-
tainous residences is a residence with wood wall, zinc 
roof and earth fl oor. Modifi cation of the building envelope 
material is the most convenient alternative for mountain-

ous regions. This is in accordance with the character of 
the countryside. This building design is just the type of 
residences in rural areas. 
However, this earth fl oor has a weakness in its hygiene 
thus the use of earth fl oor for modern people will be bare-
ly acceptable. A modifi cation needs to be made to a fl oor 
material which can replace soil without reducing its abili-
ty in conducting heat. Further research is needed for ma-
terial modifi cation to be accepted by all people groups.
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